
 

 

 
Supporting work related learning in the crafts at KS4 

Watch This Space 6 Project Report  
Kate Osborn, Craft Central 

Introduction 
During the Autumn term 2009 I undertook a work placement at City of London Academy, Islington and set 
up a group visit for their Year 10 GCSE Art and Design class.  There were 15 students in the group that I 
worked with and 9 came on the gallery visit to Craft Central’s Open Studios event on 27 Nov. 

Context for the project 
 I have worked with contemporary artists for the last 10 years and in the field of craft and design for the 
last eight.  During this time I have been involved in a number of projects for young people but I haven’t 
had experience of working with the National Curriculum and trying to offer something that fits with 
teachers’ requirements for their pupils.  Through participating in the Watch this Space scheme I wanted to 
improve my understanding of classroom practice, increase my knowledge of the art and design curriculum 
and develop confidence in my communication with young people.  

Craft Central is a small charitable organisation based in Islington; it provides workspace for over 80 small 
creative businesses as well as business support and exhibiting opportunities to over 500 designers 
through a national network.  The organisation wants to strengthen its links with the local community and 
specifically build contacts in local secondary schools with a view to offering an insight into the craft and 
design industry for interested young people. 

City of London Academy Islington is a specialist business and enterprise academy with 845 students on 
role speaking 40 different languages.  They are waiting to move into a new building which is being built 
next to their current premises and is scheduled for completion before Sept 2010.  The school only offers 
Art and design or Textiles up to GCSE level and despite enthusiasm from the teachers it is not being 
considered for the Sixth Form curriculum. 

Aims and objectives for the gallery visit  

I worked with Art and Textiles teacher Angela Turpin, to identify the following aims for the students:  

• Increase knowledge and understanding of contemporary craft 

• Increase understanding of what is involved in running a small creative business 



 

 

• Skills development through low tech craft activity 

• Communication skills development through artist interviews  

The group is in their first term of GCSE Art and Design option and had been working on drawing from 
natural objects and looking at artists who use nature as a source of inspiration.  The opportunity to 
undertake a short textile based project in class was valuable to the teacher in demonstrating how drawing 
could be turned into 3D form, a project she might have done in previous years by using batik.  The gallery 
visit would also provide an opportunity to meet artists who make work inspired by natural forms and find 
out about their creative development processes.  

Setting up the placement 
My colleague and I at Craft Central had previously contacted 8 – 10 secondary schools in Islington to try 
to develop links with Art and Design departments with a view to working together in the future.  Initially I 
visited Islington Arts and Media School in Finsbury Park as I thought that their specialist status would 
make them experienced in gallery visiting.  Although the art teacher was keen to go ahead with the project 
he felt that it might be difficult to get approval from the Headteacher.  In September 2009, I followed up a 
contact from the Head of Art at City of London Academy Islington which is within 1 mile of Craft Central.  I 
was passed on to Art and Textiles teacher Angela Turpin who was keen for me to work with her Year 10 
GCSE art and design students.   

Planning with the teacher 
I went and met with the teacher in advance of my time in the school and we discussed the project in more 
detail.  I looked around the two art rooms and was shown a selection of students’ work.  The art rooms 
were on the fifth floor of the building with spectacular views across the city.  Displayed on the walls and 
hanging from the ceilings were lots of examples of previous students’ work giving the impression of a 
lively and creative department.  I commented on the large scale artworks in the foyer areas of each floor 
and found out that these permanent displays were produced by a student teacher placement in a previous 
year.   

Ms Turpin and I set up the three dates for my visits to the school; two before the gallery visit and one after 
to review and feedback on the experience.  I was primarily given the opportunity to work with the GCSE 
group who on a Friday had an art session followed by their lunch break giving them a two and half hour 
slot in the art rooms.  Once the dates were fixed I communicated with the teacher in advance of each 
session via email with occasional mobile phone calls.  

Working with the GCSE students 
The students had been well briefed as to who I was and why I was there.  I spent further time with the 
teacher in advance of meeting the GCSE groups looking through each student’s folder of work to date 
and discussing any special needs.  There were 5 SEN students within the group and one other pupil 
whom she considered artistically gifted.  The group was well balanced between boys and girls. 

To explain a little bit more about Craft Central I had selected and printed a number of photos of the 
buildings and the work produced by designers on the network.  Before showing these images, we worked 
as a group to think about their ideas of what craft was and what an artist does.  The group was 



 

 

communicative and quickly able to use my prompts to expand a list of craft disciplines and related 
activities.  They were also able to consider the range of activities that an artist would need to do as part of 
their professional working practice.  I asked the students to vote on which of the following qualities they 
felt would be most essential to becoming a professional artist. 

 
 
Artistic Talent  Confidence  Being Bossy   Ambition  Good Organisation  Self Motivation  
 
Good communication skills  Great ideas  Standing out from the crowd  Good at maths          
 
Good contacts    Qualifications      Hard Work   Not wanting to work for anyone else 
 

 

The students felt that the most important was ‘Being Bossy’ and they identified self motivation, hard work 
and artistic talent as critical qualities. I was surprised that they felt that qualifications were unimportant. 

Observations of the teacher at work 
The teacher had a good knowledge of each student’s needs and where to push them forward.  The 
students were able to take home their folders, art materials and objects for observational drawing.  The 
students were motivated to complete homework and could use the art rooms during lunch breaks.  The 
atmosphere in the classroom was relaxed and industrious.  Many of the pupils claimed that art was their 
favourite subject.  During my first session with the GCSE group the teacher set them the brief of coming 
up with six designs from their previous observational drawings which could be translated into a textile 
object – a badge/brooch or small sampler.  Some of the students used details with viewfinders to capture 
a random element of a previous larger drawing, others aimed to represent a ‘whole’ object but took it into 
unrealistic colours.  The teacher had an excellent rapport with the students and although she mentioned 
that in previous years she had had more difficult groups to contend with. She was confident that this 
group would benefit from the gallery visit. 

Getting the students making 
In my second session delivering content to the GCSE group I brought in some examples of work made by 
students on work experience at Craft Central.  I also brought additional resources which were felt scraps 
collected as off cuts from a milliner at Craft Central.  The students could glue or sew their designs using 
these and the felt and threads the school possessed.  Some of the students got going straight away and 
others needed one to one guidance in selecting a suitable design or in thinking about how to approach 
their object.  The lesson was observed by another teacher as part of the school’s peer to peer teacher 
assessment procedure.  I have attached the teacher’s lesson plan for the session which shows the 
shared delivery (Appendix 1).  I ran through the guidelines for the gallery visit and discussed and 
rehearsed questions for interviewing the artists.  
 



 

 

Gallery visit 
Craft Central’s Open Studio event entitled ‘Made in Clerkenwell’ is run twice yearly with many of the 
resident artists opening their doors to the public and a further 40 showing work in the gallery spaces or 
foyers.  There is a hugely diverse range of work and craft disciplines on show with nearly all of the studios 
/ stalls being staffed by the artist themselves.  Made in Clerkenwell is a three day event and the school 
visit was scheduled for the first day shortly after opening time when it is not excessively busy.  Sadly, due 
to it being Eid that date only 9 of the 15 students were able to attend. 

On arrival, the group were given space to put away their coats and bags and then broken into two groups.  
Each group was accompanied by a teacher and a member of Craft Central staff and each had a camera 
and a clipboard with interview questions.  The two groups were taken round the buildings with the 
opportunity to interview 11 different artists and to speak more informally to many more. 

From the previous work in the classroom I had developed a set of interview questions and a GCSE work 
experience student at Craft Central had prepared the document.  The questions relate to four themes 
Starting out, Making work, Running a business and Selling work (see appendix 2). Although in practice 
many more questions were asked the questionairres worked as a good framework to start from. 

The groups interviewed the following artists; Katie and Vicki of Supafrank Product Design, Alex Ramsay 
Silversmith, Michelle Mason Product Design, Aline Johnson Glass, Stuart Paul Jewellery Design,  Ikuko 
Iwamoto Ceramics,  Lok Ming Fung Ceramics,  Piyush Suri Textiles/Accessories,  Helen Beard Ceramics,  
Donna Barry Fashion Design and Emily Jo Gibbs, Textiles Accessories.  They also had some free time to 
look around independently.  The photos below were taken by student Rajdeep Singh. 

   

Lok Ming Fung, Ceramics Michelle Mason, Cushions Alex Ramsay, Glass and Silver 

Summarising learning 
On my return visit to the group at school I brought a cd of images taken by the two groups and these were 
shown on a laptop to the rest of the class who had the opportunity to ask their classmates questions 
about their visit.  I also compiled a summary of responses from the artist interviews.  In future it would be 
good to get the students to draw out these conclusions themselves perhaps using recording equipment 
would be an easier way to capture conversations rather than note taking. 

Some of the work that the students had seen was inspired by natural forms giving a direct example of the 
value that observational drawing brings to artists at all levels.  It was difficult to see the students making 
direct links between the work they had seen and their own work although this may have been more 
apparent as the teacher followed up the visit in further weeks.  The teacher felt that the learning exercises 



 

 

and materials were pitched at an appropriate level.  She was pleased to be able to offer her students the 
extra stimulus of the gallery visit and was glad that they had behaved impeccably and in addition to our 
aims had gained insights into artistic careers which link to the business emphasis of the school. 

 

Getting student feedback 
To illicit student feedback I came up with a list of potential response phrases and asked them to initial the 
ones that they felt were true to them (see appendix 3).  All the students enjoyed the visit to the studios, 
they broadened their understanding of craft and saw things they hadn’t seen before.  Some students 
reported that it had been inspiring to meet working artists and many saw the primary benefit as the 
contribution it made to their current school art project.  I was surprised to note that none of the students 
responded that the visit had given them new ideas about their future.  Craft Central is particularly keen to 
identify and work with students who might be considering a future in the creative industries.   

Student Learning Outcomes  
The students were introduced to a wide range of craft practices and artists working in different ways.  
They talked about what they saw and the teacher had asked them to make a written or collage response 
in their sketchbooks.  The students applied excellent personal social skills in responding to the studio 
environment, they were respectful, independent, co-operative and inquisitive. 

The opportunity to undertake a short textiles project increased their art-making skills although I was 
impressed that they all had a good basic skill level in sewing.  The teacher was particularly pleased that 
they were successfully able to develop their observational drawings into 3D objects for some introducing 
colour for the first time.  Students gained knowledge and understanding of the way artists work including 
the types of training and career routes taken, the tools, processes and materials used and some of the 
day to day demands of running a business.  

Personal Learning Outcomes  
I enjoyed the WTS placement a lot and gained considerable understanding of a teacher’s role and the 
ambitions she has for her students.  It surprised me how dependent the school’s were on ‘non-live’ 
resources i.e. internet, books, postcards etc.  It made me all the more keen to offer schools and young 
people the opportunity to meet with the huge wealth of working artists at Craft Central. 

I was pleased that the GCSE group responded well to the resources I brought in and I felt confident 
communicating with the young people in the school and at the studios.  I particularly enjoyed working with 
the SEN students, having an extra adult in the classroom meant there was more opportunity for one to 
one attention and several of the SEN students who needed a lot of encouragement produced work which 
exceeded my expectations.  

As a result of the project and with the aim to continue developing Craft Central’s offer for young people 
my colleague, who runs the schools work experience programme, and I have trained to become Arts 
Award advisor and are in the process of setting Craft Central up as an Arts Award centre. 

Future Plans  



 

 

I haven’t made any further plans to work with CoLA I due to funding constraints.  There are applications in 
process that would enable Craft Central to develop a new project with this or another school in Islington.  
If successful, the funding would also include the display or presentation of the students’ work in the 
gallery space.  Craft Central is currently looking to find the most effective way of developing as an Award 
Centre and this could potentially link more closely with providers of the Creative and Media Diploma in our 
area. 

 

  



 

 

Appendix 1. 

LESSON PLAN 

 

Date; 20th Nov, 2009  Period; 1 2 3 4 5 Subject; GCSE Art Boys; Girls; Total; 15 

 Module title; Natural 
Form 

 Year; 10 Lower/Middle/Upper/Mixe
d 

Context of lesson & previous work undertaken; 

• Creative Approach to Teaching and Learning 
• An intro lesson to art and craft as career opportunity 
• Observational drawings of natural forms 
• Development of design ideas for craft artwork 

Key/functional skills development, 
inc; 
Literacy/Numeracy/ICT/competency; 
Independent work craft making skills, 
creative problem solving and decision-
making, communication skills, industry 
health and safety 
 
Key Words; 

• Craft and design 
• Gallery educator 
• Arts/Craft practioner 
• Embellishment 
• Embroidery thread  

Lesson – Learning outcomes 

1. To support GCSE Art students in their understanding of 
‘artists at work’ 

2. To examine a range of ‘craft techniques’ and look at how 
‘natural forms’ are used as inspiration in a variety of 
practical 

3. To offer insight into career paths in craft and design and 
the realities of running a small creative business 



 

 

Sequence of activities, including starter, main activities, range of main activities:  mini-
plenaries and plenary 

• Register, reintroduce guests and Craft Council project recap aims (5) 
• Some expectations at studio (5) 
• Student feedback on developing design from observational drawing (2 students) (5) 
• Show craft example - prepared sampler using a student design idea (5) 
• Demonstration how to construct using materials/resources available with a different student design 

idea (10m) 
• Distribute/collect resources appropriate, start making - warn students we will reconvene in at 1pm - 

(20min) 
• Reconvene with planners on today’s date and set homework – 10 question to interview artists 

Re-cap class votes/sticker activity on 'what it takes to be an artist' to stimulate ideas for questions 
(5) 

• Suitable questions, open/closed (5) 
• Modelling strategy of role play to demonstrate a good example of interview vs non-example (5) 
• Health and safety (5) 
• Plenary question ‘what did we know about fine art, craft and design before project? and ‘What do 

we know now?’ (5) 
• Art lunch club to continue making craft example  
SEN; Emad Hoque (level 2 KS3 achiever, status P), Jad Haider (speech language and communication 
difficulty, status A), Rajdeep Singh (P), Rebecca Sanchez (A), Juhi Deb (hearing impairment, status A) 

EAL; Majority of class but N/A, G & T; N/A 

Differentiation  - Support: 

• Students who have not previously used textile 
equipment such as needle/thread  

Differentiation – Extension: 

• Freehand machine embroidery  
• Including more media such as metals, 

plastic 
Assessment focus/criteria – All 

• Increased knowledge of contemporary craft  
• Increased understanding of what is involved in running a small creative business 
• Skills development from low technical craft activity 
• Interviewing ideas to prepare students to ask questions to artists on visit 
Additional Learning Activity/Homework 

• 10 questions to ask artists on Trip to Craft Central Open Studios on Friday 27th  
Resources (including use of Teaching Assistants or other adults 

• Class visitor – Visit from Education Organiser from ‘Craft Central’ Gallery – Kate Osborn 
• Observer – Sadim Habib – D&T community 
• No T/A or technician 



 

 

Fabric scraps ie felt, cotton and embroidery thread, needles, other embellishments ie 
beads/card/paper/scrap plastic, fabric and paper scissors, fabric glue, example work, student 
observational drawings and design ideas, sewing machines set up for freehand embroidery, safety 
pins 

Evaluation of lessons/points for next time – complete after lesson to inform next lesson: 

• Check/discuss/review questions prepared for follow up visit to Craft Council Open Studios 
• Visit to Craft Council Open Studios 
 

Desired Outcomes;  

Personal development from interviewing artists 

Inspiration for development of own work from visit 



 

 

Appendix 2. 

Questions for makers 
Starting Out 

Were you good at art at school? 
 
When did you decide you wanted 
to be an artist? 
 
How old were you when you 
started your business? 
 
Did you go to art school? 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Making your work 

What gives you inspiration? 
 
How long does each piece take to 
make? 
 
Do you do preparatory sketches or 
models? 
 



 

 

What specialist equipment do you 
need? 
 

 

 
Selling your work 

Where do you sell your work? 
 
What’s the most expensive item 
you’ve sold? 
 
Have you sold any of your work to 
anyone famous? 
 



 

 

 

Is there anywhere you would like 
your work to be sold? 
 

 

Running your own business 

What do you like about 
working for yourself? 
 
What do you not like about working 
for yourself? 
 
Do you have to keep your own 
accounts? 



 

 

 
Do you have other people working 
for you? 
 

Appendix 3 

Student feedback 

I enjoyed my visit to Craft Central Open Studios. 

I saw things that I hadn’t seen before. 

I understand more about different types of craft now. 

It was inspiring to meet and talk to working artists. 

I got some new ideas for my art work at school. 

I got some new ideas about what I might do in the future. 


